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plugin.name = foo queuecontents Product Key foo queuecontents The plugin foo.foo queuecontents foo queuecontents UI Setup
Plugin Parameters Name Description param.name = foo_QC This plugin creates a reference to a Plugin Parameter named
foo_QC. This parameter can be used to control the UI view for queue contents, or the playlist containing queue contents.

Example values for this parameter are ui, view, playlist, ui_name, ui_uri, ui_x, ui_y, ui_width, ui_height, ui_fit, ui_aspect,
ui_auto. Example: foo_QC = ui param.name = foo_P This plugin creates a reference to a Plugin Parameter named foo_P. This
parameter can be used to control the UI view for the playlist. Example values for this parameter are ui_for_playlist, view, ui_id,

ui_uri, ui_x, ui_y, ui_width, ui_height, ui_fit, ui_aspect, ui_auto. Example: foo_P = ui If a plugin parameter is set to ui for a
column view, this means that the plugin parameter is only active if the column is visible. plugin.show_prompt = true This plugin

sets the default column visibility property to true. Example: plugin.show_prompt = false Configure your Plugin Parameters
Name Description foo_QC The name of the foo_QC parameter you want to use. foo_P The name of the foo_P parameter you

want to use. foo_queuecontents You can set the foo_queuecontents parameter to ui for the user interface view to queue
contents. Example: foo_queuecontents = ui Edit the queue contents UI This section describes how to edit and view the UI

interface view for the queue contents. How to edit queue contents To edit queue contents, please see the Section "Configure
your plugin parameters" to configure your plugins. Example: plugin.ui_name = queuecontents plugin.ui_
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============== *[keyname]* | [description] | *[keyname]* | [description] | *[keyname]* | [description] queuecontents =
{"queue", "queuecontents"} Description =========== This plugin enables the user to edit and view queue contents through an

ui element. This includes: * queue items * columns * details of the queue * queue scroll * status indicator * folder view *
playlist (for queue contents view only) DUI Interface ============= * [showqueueui] | [showcurrentqueue] | [queuefolder] *

[showqueueui] | [showcurrentqueue] | [queuefolder] * [showqueueui] | [showcurrentqueue] | [queuefolder] * [showqueueui] |
[showcurrentqueue] | [queuefolder] * [showqueueui] | [showcurrentqueue] | [queuefolder] * [showqueueui] |

[showcurrentqueue] | [queuefolder] Columns Interface ================= * [showcurrentqueue] | [showqueue] |
[queuefolder] * [showcurrentqueue] | [showqueue] | [queuefolder] * [showcurrentqueue] | [showqueue] | [queuefolder] *

[showcurrentqueue] | [showqueue] | [queuefolder] * [showcurrentqueue] | [showqueue] | [queuefolder] * [showcurrentqueue] |
[showqueue] | [queuefolder] The queue contents display also includes a folder view, and the Queue Scroll. This folder view can
be scrolled independently of the queue (the queue items are considered fixed items). The folder view can also be collapsed, to
display the folder hierarchy and view the queue files (no longer folders) in a tree. File Viewer (DUI) =================
Views the File Viewer ui. The UI is not shown if the Plugin is enabled. File Viewer (CUI/uie) ====================
Views the File Viewer UI. Folder Viewer (DUI) ==================== Views the Folder Viewer UI. Folder Viewer

(CUI/uie) ======================== Views the Folder Viewer 77a5ca646e
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foobar2000 queuecontents is a plugin that allows the user to edit queue contents as well as display queue contents in a ui
element. Both the default user interface and columns user interface are supported. For column view, the plugin will
automatically keep track of columns as they are added to the queue. As a legacy option, queue contents can also be viewed and
edited using the special playlist queuecontents_playlist. 2.04.00 and later Version 0.9.2 Initial release Version 0.9.0 Initial
release Version 0.8.0 Initial release Version 0.5.2 Initial release Version 0.4.0 Initial release Version 0.3.0 Initial release Version
0.2.2 Initial release Version 0.2.1 Initial release Version 0.2.0 Initial release Version 0.1.2 Initial release 1.07.00 and later
Version 0.9.1 Initial release Version 0.9.0 Initial release Version 0.8.0 Initial release Version 0.7.0 Initial release Version 0.6.0
Initial release Version 0.5.0 Initial release Version 0.4.0 Initial release Version 0.3.0 Initial release Version 0.2.0 Initial release
Version 0.1.0 Initial release 1.06.00 and later Version 0.7.0 Initial release Version 0.6.0 Initial release Version 0.5.0 Initial
release Version 0.4.0 Initial release Version 0.3.0 Initial release Version 0.2.0 Initial release Version 0.1.0 Initial release 0.9.9.2
and later Version 0.7.1 Initial release Version 0.7.0 Initial release Version 0.6.1 Initial release Version 0.6.0 Initial release
Version 0.5.0 Initial release Version 0.4.0 Initial release Version 0.3.0 Initial release Version 0.2.0 Initial release

What's New In Foo Queuecontents?

queuecontents is an extension of the foobar2000 queue manager that provides a simple and fast way to manage queue contents.
queuecontents is able to show the queue contents of multiple files and also the contents of a single file. It also provides a very
fast way to edit queue contents. It works with both the Windows (WinNT) and OSX (Darwin) operating systems. queuecontents
is also able to sort the queue contents of any number of files alphabetically, by their file name, or by their numerical position in
the list. Features: You can navigate the queue using the default player keyboard or through the uie. You can edit the queue
contents directly from the uie or you can edit the queue through the uie and then synchronise the queue contents to foobar2000
via the foobar2000 queue manager. queuecontents allows you to edit queue contents that are already present in the queue.
queuecontents can also generate new queue contents from any number of existing queue contents using a queue playlist.
queuecontents can also open and edit queue contents from any other foobar2000 compatible player and it can edit or delete
queue contents from any other player. queuecontents can synchronise queue contents to foobar2000 using the foobar2000 queue
manager. queuecontents uses the drag and drop functionality of foobar2000 to move queue contents to any other player.
queuecontents includes an integrated uie with a very nice ui for foobar2000. Installation and usage: There are no prerequisites
for installation. To install queuecontents you need to have foobar2000 installed. queuecontents is a plugin and is not compiled
by default. This means that to use queuecontents you need to have it installed as a plugin. The only way to use queuecontents is
to install it as a plugin. The foobar2000 installer will detect and install queuecontents for you. To uninstall queuecontents from
foobar2000, simply start foobar2000 and open the plugin manager. Open the queuecontents plugin and uninstall it. To re-install
queuecontents, simply reinstall foobar2000. Known Issues: queuecontents currently has some of the following known issues:
queuecontents is able to view queue contents of multiple files but not edit them. Edit them via the uie. queuecontents is able to
show the queue contents of any number of files but is not able to open multiple files with the foobar2000 player. This will
probably be fixed in a future release. queuecontents will try to convert file extenstions when you are trying to edit queue
contents. You will need to enable this option in the player preferences. Information: queuecontents is developed by .
Foobar2000 is developed by. and are also developers of foobar2000.
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System Requirements For Foo Queuecontents:

Supported: OS: Windows 7/8/10 (32-bit or 64-bit) CPU: i5-2300 @ 2.5 GHz or higher GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 7xx or
ATI Radeon HD 6xx series Memory: 4 GB RAM DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive: 3 GB available space Processor: 500 MHz
or faster Network: Broadband Internet connection and a reliable power supply Headsets: Stereo Headset Microphone / Audio
Output
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